BUTTERWORTH, Ed. BUTTERWORTHS AUSTRALIAN DICTIONARY.

WEST, C. J., J. T. PLATI, et al. IODINATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS AS CONTRAST MEDIA FOR RADIOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSES. II. ETHYL ESTERS OF IODINATED STRAIGHT- AND BRANCHED -CHAIN PHENYL FATTY ACIDS.

PATENT (5TH MAY 1944). BIS IODINATED ESTERS, SUCH AS TRIMETHYLENE BIS (IODOPHENYLUNDECYLATE AND ETHYLENE BIS {O-(P-IODOPHENYL) VALERATE, W.H. STRAIN, J. T. PLATI, S. L. WARREN ASSIGNED TO NONED CORP AND TO EASTMAN KODAK.

PATENT (1940). PATENT FOR IODOPHENYVALERIC ACID OR IODOPHENYLUNDECYLATE, W. H. STRAIN; J. T. PLATI; S. L. WARREN ASSIGNED ONE HALF TO NORED CORP AND ONE HALF TO KODAK EASTMAN.

PLATI (1940). SYNTHESIZED CONTRAST MEDIA : ETHYL IODOPHENYLUNDECYLATE AND OTHERS (PLATI'S THESIS).

MANY (1940>). “237 PUBMED MEDLINE ABSTRACTS ON IOPHENYLATE PANTOPAQUE, MYODIL ETC AND SECONDARY SYMPTOMS YET TO OBTAINED AND LISTED. IN BLUE FOLDER.” MEDICAL JOURNALS.

MULTIPLE (1940>). PRINCIPLES OF VETERINARY RADIOGRAPHY: MYELOGRAPHY USING IOPHENYLATE PANTOPAQUE/MYODIL.

STEINHAUSEN, T. B. (1941). THESIS: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF IODINATED COMPOUNDS FOR INTRATHECAL USE (PANTOPAQUE) PRE-LICENSE OF 1944.

ANIMAL TRIALS ON DOG, RAT, RABBIT, WITH IOPHENYLATE (PANTOPAQUE) ASSISTED BY DR WILLIAM H. STRAIN, PROFESSOR V. J. CHAMBERS, AND RALPH W. HELMKAMP, PROFESSOR STAFFORD L. WARREN AND TO DR C. E. K. MEES OF EASTMAN KODAK

KODAK (1942). INTRATHECAL INJECTION OF ETHYL-IODOPHENYLUNDECYLATE IN DOGS.

KODAK (1942). ACUTE TOXICITY OF ETHYL-IODOPHENYLUNDECYLATE INJECTED INTRAPERITONEALLY IN RATS.

KODAK (1942). ABSORPTION OF ETHYL-IODOPHENYLUNDECYLATE (PANTOPAQUE) FROM THE SUBARACHNOID SPACE.

KODAK (1942). CHRONIC TOXICITY FOLLOWING INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTIONS OF LIQUID CONTRAST MEDIA IN VARIOUS SPECIES.

KODAK (1942). PANTOBAQUE MYELOGRAPHY:THE MENINGEAL RESPONSE TO RETAINED PANTOBAQUE IN THE EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL BY WILLIAM F MEACHAM AND JOE M CAPPS.

KODAK (1942). INTRAUTERINE INJECTIONS OF LIQUID CONTRAST MEDIA IN RABBITS: ETHYL-IODOPHENYLUNDECYLATE.
MULTIPLE (1944>). “FOLDER CONTAINING RELEVANT LETTERS AND DATA ON IOPHENDYLATE RELATED SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION.”

MULTIPLE (1944>). FOLDER CONTAINING RELEVANT LETTERS AND DATA ON IOPHENDYLATE RELATED HYPOTHYROIDISM/THYROID ETC.

MULTIPLE (1944>). ABSTRACTS FROM VETERINARY RADIOLOGY JOURNALS USING IOPHENDYLATE, AND ITS PROBLEMS IN GREEN FOLDER.

MULTIPLE (1944>). FOLDER CONTAINING RELEVANT LETTERS AND DATA ON IOPHENDYLATE RELATED VISUAL DYSFUNCTION.


IOFENDYLATE 10 REPORTS
6 MYODIL
4 PANTOPAQUE
2 LIPIODOL

NO REPORTED ADVERSE REACTIONS

UNKNOWN (1966). DESK REFERENCE 1966 A NEW ETHICALS PUBLICATION.

NO ADVERSE REACTION REPORTS LIST FOR IOPHENDYLATE MYODIL PANTOPAQUE LIPIODOL

KODAK (1967-1969). FINAL REPORT SEGMENT II - TERATOLOGY STUDY - RABBITS PAGE 1 TO 48 'SECRET STUDY' NOT REPORTED TO FDA FINDINGS OF 'AHORRENT' ABNORMALITIES AND DEATHS.

KODAK (1967-1969). 15 WEEK INTRATECAL TOXICITY STUDY - DOGS PANTOPAQUE I AND PANTOPAQUE II. 'FINAL REPORT' NOT REPORTED TO THE FDA. FINDINGS OF 'AHORRENT' ABNORMALITIES AND DEATHS.


EMBREE, M. (1968). RABBIT AND DOG STUDIES ON PANTOPAQUE II : RABBIT TERATOLOGY WITH PANTOPAQUE, DOG, 15WK TOXICITY, DISTILLATION PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES /KODAK.


EMBREE (1968). "1 - 20 PHOTOS OF PANTOPAQUE INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION 1 HOUR, 1 DAY, 2 DAYS, THREE DAYS, FOUR DAYS, FIVE DAYS, 6 DAYS, SEVEN DAYS, AND THE DAMAGE TO NERVE AND MUSCLE WHEN NOT REMOVED."


SUTHOSP (1968). SUTHERLAND HOSPITAL ANNUAL REPORT (IN PART).

JESSUP (1968). PATHOLOGIST REPORT ON INTRatheCAL DOG STUDIES OF PANTOPAQUE I AND II "''''''REAL PROBLEMS'''', CLIFFORD JESSUP ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR TOXICOLOGY DIVISION.


CHAPTER 74 RADIOPAQUE MEDIA
ADVERSE REACTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS
A DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE WITH RADIOPAQUE MEDIA SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT ONLY BY A PHYSICIAN WHO HAS THE REQUISITE TECHNICAL TRAINING AND ABILITY, AND WHO HAS A THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE PARTICULAR PROCEDURE, INCLUDING THE INDICATIONS FOR SPECIFIC CONTRAST MEDIA AND THE ASSOCIATED HAZARDS AND POSSIBLE COMPLICATIONS.

IOPHENDYLATE [PANTOPAQUE]
AFTER MYELOGRAM, AS MUCH MEDIUM AS POSSIBLE SHOULD BE REMOVED; RESIDUE OF 1ML IS PROBABLY HARMLESS

C.I.M (1971 - 1980). CUMULATED INDEX MEDICUS AUTHOR AND SUBJECT NON-ENGLISH COLLECTION OF RELATED ARTICLES OF CIAA AND IOPHENDYLATE FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

MORRISON (1972 -2000). ALL RELATED MEDICAL LETTERS, REPORTS INCLUDING HOSPITAL REPORTS IN TWO BOX FOLDERS.

NSQAC (1973). AUST. MEDICAL SPECIALTIES AND POSTGRADUATE QUALIFICATIONS D.M.R.D. NON ACCEPTABLE QUALIFICATION, NATIONAL SPECIALIST QUALIFICATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

NON-ACCEPTABLE QUALIFICATIONS RADIOLoGY, DIAGNOSTIC DIPLOMA IN MEDICAL RADIO DIAGNOSIS (DMRD)

UNKNOWN (1973). HOSPITAL PHARMACIST'S DRUG DEFECT REPORT: MENINGITIS, SUSPECTED CONTAMINATION OF PRODUCT.


CONCORDHOSPITAL (1975). CONCORD REPATRIATION GENERAL HOSPITAL ANNUAL REPORT (IN PART).

SUTHOSP (1976). SUTHERLAND HOSPITAL. Dr W. K. WONG APPOINTED AS 'DIRECTOR OF RADIOLOGICAL SERVICES' ANNUAL REPORT (IN PART).

DR C. D. BADHAM VISITING RADIOLOGIST RESIGNED.
BUT WAS AT THE SAME TIME MAKE AN HONORARY LIFE CONSULTANT RADIOLOGIST AT THE SUTHERLAND HOSPITAL


WONG (1977). X-RAY REPORT THE SUTHERLAND HOSPITAL CARINGBAH.
LUMBAR MYELOGRAM USED 8 ML PATIENT COLIN BRYCE 'CARRIED OUT 'TUESDAY' 2ND DECEMBER 1977

PART B. NON-ACCEPTABLE QUALIFICATIONS FOR SPECIALIST REGISTRATION/RECOGNITION
SPECIALTY: RADIOLOGY DIAGNOSTIC
DIPLOMIA IN RADIOLOGY D.R. (UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY)
DIPLOMIA IN MEDICAL RADIO-DIAGNOSIS. D.M.R.D.


AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS CANBERRA AUSTRALIA.

LAFAYETTE (1978). BACTERIA IN PANTOPAQUE: ALPHA GENUS COCCI FOUND IN PANTOPAQUE.

MYEOGRAPHY:
IT IS NOT BY ANY MEANS A SIMPLE PROCEDURE
IN EXPERT HANDS, IT IS USUALLY POSSIBLE TO DRAW OFF THE DYE AFTER THIS X-RAY AND THIS IS REGARDED AS A VERY WISE PROCEDURE AS THERE HAS BEEN MUCH DISCUSSION REGARDING THE POSSIBLE IRRITANT AFFECTS AND DAMAGE TO THE SPINAL CORD AT A LATER STAGE


SUTHOSP (1979). SUTHERLAND HOSPITAL ANNUAL REPORT (IN PART).


1. IOPHENDYLATE
1 MYODIL
2 LIPIODOL


NO REPORTS FOR IOPHENDYLATE
NO REPORTS FOR IOFENDYLATE
NO REPORTS FOR MYODIL
NO REPORTS FOR PANTOFAQUE
NO REPORTS FOR LIPIODOL
SEE PRINT OUT


QUEENSBNCH (1985). ”MYODIL CASE WON BY PLAINTIFF AGAINST DOCTOR AND HOSPITAL IN ENGLAND IN 1985 'NEVER USED' IN 1995 CASE INVESTIGATION IN PROGRESS IN ENGLAND FOR LEAVING MYODIL IN PATIENTS BODY.”


PLEASE NOTE: 17 (3) THE LOW OSOMOLAR MEDIA ARE RELATIVELY EXPENSIVE. OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO THE PUBLIC GOOD CANNOT IGNORE THIS FACTOR.

K.D. JEFFS WAS IN THE PAST THE GLAXO SALES AND MARKETING MANAGER IN VICTORIA


THIS CIRCULAR SUPERSEDES CIRCULAR NO 76/176 ISSUED ON 6TH JULY 1976 SIGNED M. ROSSER SECRETARY


DR BOURNE'S WORDS...' IT IS INCREASINGLY EVIDENT THAT THERE IS IN THIS COUNTRY THOUSANDS OF SUFFERERS FROM PAIN DUE TO CAUSES WHICH ARE NOT PROPERLY DIAGNOSED AND SUBSEQUENTLY NOT PROPERLY TREATED. ONE CAUSE OF VERY SEVERE PAIN AND SUFFERING IS SPINAL ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS. FAILURE TO DIAGNOSE THIS CONDITION LEADS TO UNIFORMED SYMPTOMATIC TREATMENT AND THE RISK OF A DIAGNOSES OF "FUNCTIONAL" OR PSYCHOMATIC PAIN. I APPLAUD YOUR CAMPAIGN TO ENLIGHTEN THOSE WHO SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES OF DANGEROUS MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS, OFTEN CARRIED OUT BECAUSE CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS HAS BEEN INADEQUATE. THE TIME HAS COME FOR GOVERNMENT ACTION TO HELP AND ENSURE RECOMPENSE FOR SUFFERER FROM IATROGENIC PAIN, WHO ARE CODEMED TO A LIFE-TIME OF DISABLEMENT THROUGH THE USE OF SUBSTANCES FOR DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT.

AHERN (1991). VIDEO OF PANTOPAQUE ISSUE IN AMERICA COVERED BY MANY TV NEWS DESKS + TALK BACK SHOW.

VIDEO (1991-1993). VIDEO COPY OF BOTH BURTON AND SUPPORT GROUP (AMERICA) ON ONE TAPE.

AISN (1991 TO 1994). CORRESPONDENCE 'NEWSLETTER'S AND OTHER RELATED DATA FROM THE AMERICAN ARACHNOIDITIS SUPPORT GROUP.

AMA (1992). AUSTRALIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 'CODE OF ETHICS'.
30 OPPOSITION LABOR MPS HAVE SIGNED AN EARLY DAY MOTION.


PETTY, P. G. (1993). SWORN AFFIDAVIT OF PETER GRAEHE PETTY. SYDNEY,
NSW SUPREME COURT.

DRUG INFORMATION FULL-TEXT ON IOPHENDYLATE.
MONOGRAPH TITLE: IOPHENDYLATE
GENERIC DRUG NAME: IOPHENDYLATE
TRADE NAMES: PANTOPAQUE (LAFAYETTE)
SYNONYM: ETHYL IODOPHENYLUNDECANOATE
REGISTRY NUMBER: 1320-11-2
THERAPEUTIC CLASSIFICATION: ROENTGENOGRAPHY (36-68)
SECTION HEADING: CHEMISTRY AND STABILITY
SUBHEADING: CHEMISTRY
SUBHEADING: STABILITY
SECTION HEADING: PHARMACOLOGY
SECTION HEADING: PHARMACOKINETICS
SECTION HEADING: USES
SECTION HEADING: CAUTIONS
SUBHEADING: ADVERSE EFFECTS
SUBHEADING: PRECAUTIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS
SUBHEADING: PREGNANCY AND LACTATION
SECTION HEADING: LABORATORY TEST INTERFERENCES
SECTION HEADING: DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION

GARNER, S. (1993). PANTOPAQUE - INDUCED ARACHNOIDITIS,
DOCTOR CRIMMINS 1ST SEPTEMBER 193
TAPE HELD WITH SOLICITOR (INITIALLY GIVEN TO MR FREEDMAN PREVIOUS
SOLICITOR ATTACHED TO V/FOLDER SAME AS THIS ONE.

ROCHE, D. J. (1993). QUESTIONS CONCERNING AUSTRALIAN PUBLICATIONS
ABOUT ARACHNOIDITIS, MYEOGRAPHY TEACHING. AND HIS OPINION ON THE
NEED TO ASPIRATE THE MYODIL AFTERWARDS.
DR ROCHE, 'AT THIS TIME' FURTHER STATED THAT HE IS NOT WILLING FOR
[THE CONTENTS OF THIS LETTER] TO BE USED AS SUCH BY YOU [I ] OR YOUR
LAWYERS.

SUPREME COURT. IN THE PERRIN VS CAHILL, BLEASEL AND THE GLAXO GROUP

WHEELER, D. (1993). ANSWER TO MY ENQUIRY CONCERNING MYODIL.

LONDON, CAMPAIGNS AND COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTORATE.
CIAASA (1993-2000). All data in reference to the operation of the CIAASA and copy of all pages off web site.

CIAASA (1993-2000). Sufferers that have been diagnosed with CIAA but have had 'no' operations or depo-medrol.


Multiple (1993-2000). Folder containing newspaper clippings on the issue of Myodil and sufferers in Australia, NZ, GB, and Europe.


CIAASA (1993 - 2000). Correspondence to CIAASA from Australian sufferers of CIAA.

Multiple (1993 - 2000). “Folder all related legal data including affidavitts.”


Morrison (1993 - 2000). Audio-tapes taken at GIO appointments with medical experts for cross-referencing and authoritzing what was said was not only recorded but report noting any discrepantcy.


Phillips, T. H. R. (1994). In reply to MS Kirkby leader of the NSW democrat's on my behalf concerning the need to aspirate myodil.

Phillips, T. H. R. (1994). Letter to the NSW Health minister concerning the removal of myodil it was passed on to health care complaints commission but as more than 5 years old out of area (timewise).


Albertyn, L. (1994). A selection of letters from hospitals Australia wide answering my question "Was it standard practise to aspirate Myodil in 1977?"

Walton, M. (1994). Enquiry concerning the use of Myodil by Dr Wong on me: out of time longer than 5 years, NSW health dept complaints unit.

Kruit, J. (1994). In reply to my question of did Manly Hospital aspirate? The answer was no.

Tress, P. B. M. (1994). A request for information in respect to myelography using iophendylate and professors reply asking for the writer to provide...‘some documentary evidence of the bonafides of this academic exercise.’


Crowley, R. A. (1994). Senator Rosemary Crowley Minister for family services federal raising the myodil issue with the NSW Health Minister.


Palmer, P. F. J. (1994). Myodil myelography total removal was achieved in the majority of cases.

NSW Parliament (1994). Use of myodil. NSW Government also accused of negligence by leader of the NSW Democrat's. Taken from Hansard 15th September 1994 the Hon Elizabeth Kirkby leader of democrats accused the government of being negligent for not protecting patients in NSW hospital.


NSW Gov (1994). Poisons Act 1966 - Regulation: Division 3 - Prescriptions No 36 Quantity and purpose of prescriptions to be appropriate. (See further details).

NSW Health (1994-1999). All letters to the NSW Dept of Health by myself.
MORRISON (1994-2000). COLLECTION OF 4 1/4 AND 5 1/4 FLOPPY DISCS WITH RELATED DATA.


GLAXO (1994 >). LETTERS TODEREK MORRISON.


MIMS (1995). ZOLADEX: A CHEMICAL INJECTION USED TO STERILIZE 'SEX OFFENDERS'
ANDROCUR: ANOTHER CHEMICAL INJECTION USED TO STERILIZE 'SEX OFFENDERS'.


QUOTE...'MYODIL RELATED ARACHNOIDITIS CAN CERTAINLY CAUSE CHRONIC, SEVERE AND DEBILITATING PAIN AND MAY RARELY PROGRESS TO CAUSE MOTOR AND SENSORY DEFICITS'... END QUOTE


DOUST, A. P. B. D. (1995). RE: IOPHENDYLATE (MYODIL). SECONDARY RADIATION AND ITS RISK TO THOSE THAT HAVE RESIDUAL MYODIL IN THEIR BODY. STATEMENT: THE INCREASE IN SECONDARY RADIATION DUE TO RETAINED MYODIL IS VERY SMALL.COMMENT BY WRITER (MYSELF) THIS 'FLY'S IN DIRECT OPPOSITION TO THE FINDING OF GERMAN PAPER WHERE LIPOIODOL BEING 40% RATHER THAN IOPHENDYLATE (MYODIL BEING 30.6%) OF A 700% TO 900% INCREASE OF IODIZED EXPOSURE.PLEASE SEE PAGE 2 OF THIS LETTER WHERE PROFESSOR DOUST STATES THAT (QUOTE)...'I USUALLY RETRIEVED OVER 90% OF THE MYODIL AS JUDGED BY A FILM TAKEN AFTER ASPIRATION BUT RARELY RETRIEVED EVER LAST DROP'...END QUOTE.

(LAST PARAGRAPH PAGE 3) QUOTE...'THE PROBLEMS OF ASPERATING THE MYODIL, AND THE LACK OF CLEAR EVIDENCE OF HARM FROM LEAVING IT IN, FORTIFIED A LARGE BODY OF RESPECTABLE MEDICAL OPINION IN THE VIEW THAT
IT WAS PROPER TO USE MYODIL FOR MYELOGRAPHY AND TO LEAVE THE MYODIL IN'...END QUOTE.


UKCOUNSEL (1995). ADVISE GIVEN BY LEGAL COUNSEL FOR BRITISH SUFFERERS IN 1995 'IS MYODIL TOXIC DID GLAXO KNOW' CAUSES ISSUE

TECHNIQUE
SPINAL ANAESTHESIA
THE MISCELLANY OF CONFOUNDING FACTORS
RELEVANCE OF SPINAL STENOSIS
CONCLUSIONS
ASSESSMENT OF LIABILITY
NEGLIGENCE
DID MYODIL CAUSE OR MATERIALLY CONTRIBUTE TO S.A.
TOXICITY
FAILURE TO TEST
ANIMAL AND CHEMICAL TESTS
CLINICAL TESTS
POST MARKETING SURVEILLANCE
WARNINGS
WITHDRAWAL OF THE PRODUCT
EFFECTIVE DATES OF NEGLIGENCE
CAUSATION
ANALYSIS: PREVALENCE.


NSWSUP (1995). THOMAS VS GLAXO & ORS MASTER HARRISON.


COX, C. (1995). COMMENTS FROM RADIOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE REGARDING MYODIL REFERENCE MADE TO SMALL DOSE USED IN UK ETC TO BE 3 - 6ML AND LEFT IN AND; REFERENCE MADE TO LARGER DOSE USED IN AMERICA TO BE 6 - 12ML AND ASPIRATED 80 % TO 90%, HEALTH SERVICES, TECHNOLOGY AND CAPTIAL PLANNING UNIT 'POLICY AND PLANNING AND PREFORMANCE BRANCH SERVICE AND RESOURCES PLANNING.


MORRISON (1996). LETTER TO PROFESSOR W.S.C. HARE IN RESPONSE TO HIS DATED 5TH MARCH 1996.


4. FDA REQUIREMENTS TO ASPIRATE DUE TO THE PRE-LICENSING ANIMAL AND HUMAN CLINICAL STUDIES THAT WERE CARRIED OUT.
5. I RAISED THE ISSUE OF 'LARGE VOLUME TECHNIQUE'
6. AND THE ISSUE OF 'RESIDUAL BUILD-UP IN THOSE COUNTRIES THAT CARRIED OUT MULTIPLE MYELOGRAMS AND
   ASPIRATED AS REQUIRED UNDER THE PRODUCTS LICENSE
7. I THEN ASK PROFESSOR HARE DUE TO HIS PERCEIVED POSITION TO CLARIFY THE ISSUE OF 'THE NEED' TO ASPIRATE.
8. FINALLY I ASK OF PROFESSOR HARE FOR HIS PERMISSION TO USE ANY OR ALL OF MY COMMENTS IN MY FUTURE DISSERTATION.

IN HIS LETTER OF REPLY DATED 5TH MARCH 1996 HE REFUSED SUCH PERMISSION USING THE FOLLOWING WORDS ... 'I DO NOT WISH TO CO-OPERATE AND CERTAINLY DO NOT WISH TO BE QUOTED IN ANY PUBLICATIONS'... .


WILSON, A. (1996). QUESTION RAISED BY MYSELF CONCERNING GUIDELINES RELATING TO THE USE OF EITHER IONIC OR NON-IONIC CONTRAST MEDIUM AND BEING INFORMED BY WAY OF THIS LETTER THAT THERE WERE NONE.


MORRISON (1996). LETTER IN RESPONSE TO PROFESSOR EMERITUS W.S.C. HARE'S LETTER DATED 5TH MARCH 1996
(MY INITIAL LETTER WAS SENT TO HIM ON THE 26TH FEBRUARY 1996)
ADDRESSING ISSUES RAISED BY HIM CONCERNING HIS 'STATEMENT' THAT MYODIL 'LACKED TOXICITY' THAT ONLY A 'SMALL' AMOUNT OF PATIENTS MAY DEVELOP COMPLICATIONS AND IT IS CLAIMED THAT MYODIL MAY HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THOSE COMPLICATIONS. THAT ASPIRATION OF MYODIL WAS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO REMOVE AND AT THAT TIME THERE WERE NO CONVENIENT ALTERNATIVE TO MYODIL. UNTIL ABOUT 1980 AND, OF COURSE, THE NEWER MEDIA ALSO HAVE THEIR OCCASIONAL COMPLICATIONS.


D.S.P. (1996). DO ONE HAVE TO PAY BACK S'S. SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 1987. DISABILITY SUPPORT PENISION GRANTED PRIOR TO 1-5-87 IS NOT AFFECTED UNDER THE COMPENSATION PROVISIONS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT IN SUCH A CASE NO PRECLUSION PERIOD WILL BE CALCULATED AND NO RECOVERY OF DSP WILL BE MADE ORDINARY INCOME AND ASSETS TESTS SHALL APPLY TO ANY MONEY RECEIVED

HARRIS (1996). MYODIL LITIGATION: AND LEGAL PROFESSION GET INTO BED WITH UK HEALTH DEPT AND THEIR BED PARTNERS GLAXO.
NSWMB (1997). GUIDELINES FOR MEDICO-LEGAL CONSULTATIONS AND EXAMINATIONS. NEW SOUTH WALES.

NIH (1997). "THE PERIODIC PARALYSIS."


PAIN:
GENERAL OVERALL PAIN
BACK PAIN
CALF PAIN
FOOT AND ANKLE PAIN
GROIN PAIN
UROGENITAL PAIN

BLADDER:
BLADDER DYSFUNCTION, REFERRED TO AS NEUROGENIC BLADDER
STORAGE DYSFUNCTION
OVERFLOW INCONTINENCE
URGENT INCONTINENCE
NOCTURAL INCONTINENCE
REFLEX INCONTINENCE
EMPTYING DYSFUNCTION
URINARY HESITANCY

ARACHNOIDITIS MAY CAUSE A COMBINATION OF STORAGE AND EMPTYING DYSFUNCTION CALLED COMBINATION DYSFUNCTION TREATMENT.

BOWEL PROBLEMS:
SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
ENDURANCE AND MOBILITY
CAUTIONS
OTHER

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP


SUTTON, M. (1997). LETTER Addressing QUESTIONS POSED BY DAVID JAMES SMITH 'THE SUNDAY TIMES MAGAZINE' TO MARTIN SUTTON MANAGER CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS GLAXOWELLCOME UK 2ND SEPTEMBER 1997 AND HIS ANSWERS 4 PAGES.


SMITH, D. J. (1997). ONE JAB... A LIFETIME OF AGONY IT TOOK A SMALL INJECTION TO MAIM HUNDREDS.
NOW THE FIGHT BACK BEGINS. THE SUNDAY TIMES (UK).

GENERAL REQUIREMENT FOR ALL
CATEGORY 1
CATEGORY 2
CATEGORY 3.
CATEGORY 4

* AN 'ADVERSE EVENT' OCCURRED IN 16.6% OF ADMISSIONS;
* HALF OF THESE WERE 'HIGHLY PREVENTABLE';
* 13.7% OF ADVERSE EVENTS RESULTED IN PERMANENT DISABILITY;
* 4.9% RESULTED IN DEATH;
* EACH ADVERSE EVENT RESULTED IN AN AVERAGE EXTRA 7.1 DAYS IN HOSPITAL
* ACROSS AUSTRALIA 1992 IT WAS ESTIMATED THAT ABOUT 470,000 HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS WERE DUE TO ADVERSE EVENTS IN HOSPITALS
*ON THE FACE OF THE DATA IT APPEARED THAT THE RATES OF ADVERSE EVENTS WERE FIVE (5) TIMES HIGHER IN AUSTRALIA THAN IN PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES WHERE SIMILAR STUDIES HAD BEEN DONE

DR LAWRENCE TOLD PARLIAMENT IN JUNE THAT THE 1992 QUALITY IN AUSTRALIA HEALTH CARE STUDY HAD FOUND UP TO 14,000 PEOPLE DIED (38.356 per day) AND 30,000 PEOPLE (82.192) WERE PERMANENTLY DISABLED EACH YEAR AS A RESULT OF PREVENTABLE ADVERSE EVENTS IN HOSPITALS OR HEALTH CARE. NEWCASTLE HERALD.


HOLDSWORTH, L. (1997). LETTER FROM GORDON & JOHNSON SOLICITORS SYDNEY TO MALLINKRODT REQUESTING INFORMATION WHEN CONRAY WAS FIRST AVAILABLE
IN AUSTRALIA IN REPLY MALLINCKRODT STATED THE FOLLOWING: ...'FOR YOUR INFORMATION WE BEGAN SELLING CONRAY IN EARLY 1991. HOWEVER, THE PRODUCT WAS AVAILABLE THROUGH MAY AND BAKER APPROXIMATELY 18 - 20 YEARS EARLIER. MAY AND BAKER ARE KNOWN AS RHONE POURSLEC RORER.

RACR (1997). “SUMMARY OF MEDICAL REGISTRATION AND SPECIALIST RECOGNITION MEDICAL REGISTRATION (DETERMINED BY MEDICAL BOARD).”

RACR (1997). CORRESPONDENCE. COLLECTION OF LETTERS FROM THE RACR AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVES TO THE WRITER AND OTHER SUFFERERS OF CIAA HELD WITH MY SOLICITORS


WHAT IS ARACHNIDITIS?
WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF ARACHNIDITIS AND WHO GETS IT?
WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF ARACHNIDITIS?
IS ARACHNIDITIS A PROGRESSIVE DISEASE?
IS THERE A CURE FOR ARACHNIDITIS?
IS THERE HOPE FOR PEOPLE WITH ARACHNIDITIS?
WHAT HAS PAST RESEARCH INDICATED?
IS THERE A SAFE PROCEDURE WHICH CAN BE USED TO DIAGNOSE ARACHNIDITIS?
IS THERE ANYTHING WHICH CAN HELP THE PAIN?
HOW CAN I APPROACH MY DOCTOR ABOUT TREATMENT OF THE PAIN?
YOUR DOCTOR WILL PRESCRIBE PAIN MEDICATIONS, BUT YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT BECOMING ADDICTED?
HOW CAN I FIND A DOCTOR WHO WILL TREAT ME?

LETTER TO MR COLIN BRYCE WHO HAD A MYELOGRAM CARRIED OUT BY DR W. K. WONG ON THE 6TH DECEMBER 1977...'AT THE TIME OF YOUR ADMISSION, DR WONG WAS A SPECIALIST IN RADIOLOGY AT SUTHERLAND HOSPITAL'...

SAGE, P. M. (1997). QUESTION AS OF DR W.K. WONGS STATUS WITH THE ROYAL AUSTRALASAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY
ANSWER: DR WAI KWAN WONG IS NOT A CURRENT FELLOW OF THE RACR, IN FACT DR WONG HAS NEVER BEEN A FELLOW OR MEMBER OF THE RACR.

QUESTION OF THE SIMILARITES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SOMEONE HOLDING A DMRD AND ONE HOLDING A FRACR
ANSWER: AS FAR AS THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGISTS IS CONCERNED, AN INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL PRACTITIONER HOLDING A DMRD DOES NOT HAVE THE SAME PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION AS THE FRACR. THE DMRD IS ALSO NOT LISTED BY THE NATIONAL SPECIALIST QUALIFICATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF AUSTRALIA AS AN APPROPRIATE POSTGRADUATE QUALIFICATION FOR RECOGNITION AS A SPECIALIST IN RADIOLOGY.


PLEASE SEE RELATED 'EVIDENCE' GIVEN BY HARE (SAME MATTER) DATE 27TH JULY 1998


NSWSUP (1998). PERRIN JUDGEMENT.


ACCESS PHONE RECORDS FROM HOTEL IN CAIRNS POSSIBLE PHONE-CALL FROM PROFESSOR HARE TO PETTY AFTER HARE GAVE EVIDENCE EARLIER IN THE DAY AND PRIOR TO PETTY GIVING EVIDENCE?

HCCC (1998). “YOUR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS A HEALTH CONSUMER.” LEAFLET FROM THE HEALTH CARE COMPLAINTS COMMISSION 'RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES'. PAGES NOT NUMBERED, SEE PAGE 8 UNDER OTHER RIGHTS YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO:

(4) HAVE A SUPPORT PERSON PRESENT DURING CONSULTATIONS, EG: A RELATIVE, FRIEND OR ADVOCATE.


LESLIE, R. (1998). AMIPAQUE WAS LAUNCHED IN AUSTRALIA IN 1974 IT WAS AT LEAST 12 TIMES DEARER THAN MYODIL SAFETY TO THE PATIENT WAS SECONDARY TO PRICE THIS IS NOT AN UNCOMMON PRACTICE, EVEN TODAY THE
PATIENT IS NEVER GIVEN THE CHOICE IT WAS WIDELY USED AFTER ITS LAUNCH, SANOFI WINTHROP BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER.

MORRISON (1998). 1 X 1 SONY 600MB MAGNETO OPTICAL DISK.


BURTON (1998). PHOTO-PRINT OF 'CLASSICAL MYELOGRAPHIC AND HIGH RESOLUTION MRI SHOWING SEVERE ARACHNOIDITIS'.


BURTON (1998). PHOTO-PRINT OF POST-PANTOPAQUE MYELOGRAPHY FIBROSIS CONFUSED WITH RECURRENT DISC HERNIATION.


PHYSICIANS PROFILES
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: ILLUSTRATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: ETIOLOGY
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC LIABILITY
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: TREATMENT
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: THE PERSONAL LIABILITIES
EDITORIALS
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: ARACHNOIDITIS AND CIGARETTE SMOKING
POSTSCRIPT
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: WATER-SOLUBLE MYELOGRAPHY
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: COMMUNICATION TO UNITED KINGDOM MYODIL ACTION GROUP FROM UNITED KINGDOM DEPT OF HEALTH
ADHESIVE ARACHNOIDITIS: REFERENCES
BACK TALK:
CAUSES OF LOW BACK PAIN
DIAGNOSING THE PROBLEM
TREATMENT FOR LOW BACK PAIN
PREVENTING LOW BACK PAIN
"PRIMER" FOR PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS
DEGENERATIVE SPONDYLOLISTHESIS: DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

TGA (1998). F.O.I. RELEASE OF ALL DATA IN CONECTION WITH IOPHENDYLATE PANTO PAQUE AND MYODIL USED IN AUSTRALIA.

TGA (1998). 'FULL SET OF DATA' HELD BY THE FEDERAL HEALTH DEPT OF AUSTRALIA ON IOPHENDYLATE PANTO PAQUE AND MYODIL.


VAX-D (1998). VIDEO AND WRITTEN DATA ON VAX-D SOLUTION.


RACR (1999). "ACCREDITATION STANDARDS FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY: DEVELOPED BY THE ACCREDITATION GUIDELINES AND QUALITY COMMITTEE."


FDA (1999). FDA 39 MICROFISCH (TOTALLY 2852 PAGES) FULL HISTORICAL COLLECTION ON PANTO PAQUE I & II OF ALL DATA, CORRESPONDENCE (IN AND
OUT) TOXICITY TRIALS OF IOPHENDYLAte I AND II ALL ANIMAL AND HUMAN
CLINICAL TRIALS PRE-LICENSE AND AFTERWARDS. ALL ADVERSE REACTION
REPORTS DESI DOCUMENTS, AND RELATED WRITTEN NOTES ON EACH PAGE ON EACH
FISCH/FILE.

MULTIPLE (1999). E-MAILS REPLIES FROM 24 COUNTRIES FROM COUNTRIES
REPRESENTATIVE. VETERINARY RADIOLOGIST MYELOGRAPHY USING IOPHENDYLAte.

NSWSUP (1999). "THOMAS VS GLAXO & ORS JUDGEMENT."

NETHERLANDS (1999). SUPPORT GROUP CORRESPONDENCE TO CIAASA.

NIH (1999). "SPASTICITY."

MORRISON (2000). REFERENCE LIST PERTAINING TO MY W/W RESEARCH INTO
IOPHENDYLAte ETC. FINAL TOTAL 986. BLUE BOOK.

UNKNOWN (UNKNOWN). PERITONEAL AND INTRAUTERINE INJECTIONS OF CONTRAST
MEDIA INTO FETAL CAVITY AND PHOTO-PRINT.

A.D.E.C (UNKNOWN). REPORT OF SUSPECTED ADVERSE DRUG REACTIONS.
ONLY ONE REPORT OF LIPIODOL

GOLDMAN, M. (UNKNOWN). A NURSES GUIDE TO THE X-RAY DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A FAIRLY COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF CONTRAST MEDIA AVAILABLE IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM AT THE TIME GOING TO PRESS. REFERENCE SHOULD 'ALWAYS'
BE MADE TO THE MANUFACTURERS' DETAIL LITERATURE BEFORE ADMINISTRATION

GLAXO (UNKNOWN). GLAXO LABORATORIES IN THE UK AND AROUND THE WORLD
INCLUDING THEIR AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.

UNKNOWN (UNKNOWN). "TABLE 11-6 SELECTED KNOWN OR POTENTIAL HUMAN
CARINOGENS: BENZENE,".

HCCC (UNKNOWN). "PATIENTS SUPPORT OFFICE." HCCC LEAFLET.
PATIENT SUPPORT OFFICER.

UNKNOWN (UNKNOWN). JOHN FULLARTON MACKEDDIE ENCEPHALOGRAPHY,
MYELOGRAPHY, BRONCHOGRAPHY, HYSTERO SALPINGOGRAPHY IN AUSTRALIA.: 332-
362.

PITT, H. (UNKNOWN). 'THIS WAS NO BABE': $535,000 FOR PIG VICTIM
INJURED BACK.

STAUB (UNKNOWN). APPEAL OF JOSEPH STAUB AND DOROTHY STAUB VS EASTMAN
KODAK, ALCON, AND LAFAYETTE PHARMACUTICAL AND LAFAYETTE PHARMACAL INC.

BRAYER, E. (UNKNOWN). GEORGE EASTMAN: A BIOGRAPHY.

BURTON (UNKNOWN). VIDEO OF DR BURTONS PRESENTATION IN UK + BACK-UP
TAPES.
UNKNOWN (UNKNOWN). INFORMATION SHEET 'EPIDURAL STEROID CONSENT FORM' IN MOST CASES NO SYMPTOMS OCCUR, UNKNOWN.
A 'STANDARD' RELEASE FORM WHICH IS TO BE SIGNED BY PATIENT PRIOR TO INJECTION.

UNKNOWN (UNKNOWN). PERSISTENT BACK PAIN - SCARRING AND ARACHNOIDITIS: 111 - 120.

SNELL, S. (UNKNOWN) 10,000 GET 'DANGER' DRUG. S.N.H. THE ORAL CONSUMPTION OF PHARMACY-PRESCRIBED METHADONE HAS BEEN REVEALED AS THE CAUSE OF DEATH OF AFL IDENTITY ALLAN SCHWAB

TRUST, A. (UNKNOWN). ARACHNOIDITIS CHAPTER THIRTEEN.

A.M.A. (UNKNOWN). AMA DRUG EVALUATIONS SECOND EDITION, AMA DEPARTMENT OF DRUGS.
CHAPTER 76 RADIOPAQUE MEDIA
SINCE IODINE-CONTAINING CONTRAST AGENTS MAY ALTER THE RESULTS OF MOST THYROID FUNCTION TESTS, SUCH TESTS SHOULD BE PERFORMED PRIOR TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THESE DRUGS
IOPHENDYLATE INJECTION (PANTOPOAQUE)
USUAL DOSAGE:- FOR DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION TECHNIQUE, SEE THE MANUFACTURER'S LITERATURE
THE MATERIAL SHOULD BE REMOVED AS COMPLETELY AS POSSIBLE AFTER THE EXAMINATION
SEVERE ARACHNOIDITIS

HAYES, A. S. (UNKNOWN). VICTIMS OF A CRIPPLING DISEASE. THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

JONES (UNKNOWN). ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS FROM DAVID SMITH OF THE SUNDAY TIMES TO THE UK MEDICINE CONTROL AGENCY ON THE ISSUE OF MYODIL.

WORKCOVER (UNKNOWN). "BENZENE: HAZARDS, SAFETY AND HEALTH MEASURES."

N.S.W.EDUC (UNKNOWN BUT AFTER 1982). NEW SOUTH WALES HIGHER EDUCATION BOARD: REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION IN IMAGING TECHNOLOGY AND THERAPEUTIC RADIOGRAPHY, LIST OF INSTITUTIONS THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA THAT HAVE APPROVED COURSES FOR DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY AND OTHER RELATED COURSES.
PAGE 23 QUOTE...'THE ATTEMPT BY INSTITUTIONS TO COVER A WIDE RANGE OF ESSENTIAL MATERIAL IN THEORETICAL STUDIES AT ACCEPTABLE PEDAGOGICAL STANDARD WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF PART-TIME OR EXTERNAL MODES OF STUDY HAS TENDED TO RESULT IN UNDULY HIGH COMPACTION OF FACE-TO-FACE TEACHING IN BOTH FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME SEGMENTS OF COURSES. THE TENDENCY HAS ALSO RESULTED, IN SOME CASES, IN KNOWLEDGE OF LESS TECHNICAL RELEVANCE TO DIAGNOSTIC RADIOGRAPHY BEING TREATED SUPERFICIALLY AND STUDENTS BEING AFFORDED INSUFFICIENT TIME IN IMPARTED IN THE LECTURE ROOM.'... END QUOTE
FURTHERMORE PAGE 23 QUOTE...'TIN THE CASE OF THE ONE METROPOLITAN COURSE, THE PROBLEM IS SERIOUSLY COMPOUNDED BY THE EXTENT TO WHICH OBLICATIONS AS HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES ENCROACH ON ACADEMIC STUDIES OF
PART-TIME STUDENTS AND OBLITERATE THE ORDERLY INTEGRATION OF THE CLINICAL COMPONENT. THESE CIRCUMSTANCES LEAD ONE TO CONCLUDE THAT MANY STUDENTS MUST BE RENDERED EDUCATIONALLY INEFFICIENT. '...ALTHOUGH THIS SAME COMMENT APPLIES TO STUDENTS ENROLLED IN EXTERNAL STUDIES COURSES, IT WOULD NOT APPLY SO RIGOROUSLY'...END QUOTE PAGE 24 QUOTE '...WHILE THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO SUGGEST THAT STANDARDS OF EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT OBSERVED BY INSTITUTIONS HAVE DILUTED UNDER THESE CONDITIONS, THE PRESENT SITUATION BRINGS INTO QUESTION THE LEVEL OF INTEGRITY WHICH CURRENT PROGRAMMES ARE TO SUSTAIN.

EACH INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTION HAS TENDED TO HANDLE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF ITS CURRICULUM IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOGRAPHY IN ORIGINAL AND RELEVANT WAYS BUT IT IS OBVIOUS THAT CURRICULA THEMSELVES ARE ON THE VERGE OF BECOMING UNTENABLE'...END QUOTE.

9.1.3. 'CLINICAL STUDIES'

PAGE 25 QUOTE...'THE OVERWHELMING CONTROL OVER INTEGRATION AND QUALITY OF STUDENTS' CLINICAL EXPERIENCE VESTS SUBSTANTIALLY IN THE HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT OR CLINIC TO WHICH THE STUDENT IS ATTACHED AS AN EMPLOYED TRAINEE, RATHER THAN EITHER IN THE PROFESSION OR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE MOST GLARING GENERAL DEFICIENCY IN ALL OF THE EXISTING COURSES IS THE ALTOGETHER HAPHAZARD INTEGRATION OF THE THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL STREAMS'... END QUOTE

GLAXO (UNKNOWN BUT BELIEVE IT TO BE 1995). MYODIL-INDUCED SYMPTOMATIC ARACHNOIDITIS: ESSENTIAL DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA.

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA REQUIRED TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL BRITISH SUFFERERS TO BE AVAILABLE AS BEING INCLUDED IN FUTURE CLAIM FOR DAMAGES AGAINST GLAXO UK